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Abstract 
A stack augmented generalization of cellular automata, the pushdown cellular automata, are 
investigated. We are studying the language accepting capabilities of such devices. Closure 
properties of real-time, linear-time and unrestricted time language families are shown. The relation- 
ships of these families with each other and to languages of sequential automata re considered. 
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1. Introduction 
Arrays of automata can be understood as models for massively parallel computers. 
By arranging the processing elements in an array the resulting system would be scalable 
whereby the interconnection lengths are independent of the number of nodes. The nature 
of a model is to abstract from the reality in order to relax some technical details 
and to give the investigations broad applications. The degree of abstraction is mainly 
determined by the pursued goal and by genera1 technical constraints. On the other hand, 
the degree of simplicity of a model is strongly influenced by the technical state of the 
art. For example nowadays there is no need to restrict processing elements to finite- 
state machines. We may add very simple memory to each node (i.e. pushdown storage). 
Various types of finite-state machine arrays have been studied for a long time (see 
e.g. [2-4,6-8,14, 15, 18,21,24-261). Mainly they differ in how the automata are in- 
terconnected and in how the input is supplied. Here we are investigating linear arrays 
with a very simple interconnection pattern. Each node is connected to its (one or two) 
immediate neighbors only. They are usually called cellular automata (CA) if the input is 
supplied in parallel and iterative arrays (IA) in case of sequential input to a designated 
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single automaton. We will use the notion one-way (OCA) if every single automa- 
ton (cell) is connected to its left immediate neighbor only. Moreover, our cells are 
not finite-state machines. We study linear arrays of deterministic pushdown automata. 
Accordingly, our models are called pushdown cellular automata (PDCA) resp. iterative 
pushdown arrays (IPDA). On a first glance the automata are more complex than their 
“classical” counterpart. On the other hand, if computational universality should be ob- 
tained in the classical case we have to consider infinite arrays, the so-called cellular 
spaces or unbounded cellular automata, whereas in case of pushdown cellular automata 
arrays of at least length two are sufficient. 
We establish the computing power relations to various other models by studying 
their power as language acceptors. Most of numerical problems can be expressed in 
terms of formal language theory. We focus our attention on real-time, linear-time and 
unrestricted-time computations. 
It is known that the real-time OCA languages form a proper subset of the real- 
time CA languages [21] which again are equal to the linear-time OCA languages [4]. 
On the other hand, it is a long-standing open problem whether the real-time CA are 
less powerful than the linear-time CA or not [2]. Closely related to that problem are 
the open problems of whether the real-time CA languages are closed under reversal or 
concatenation [22]. In this coherency, Ibarra and Jiang [14] have shown that the closure 
under reversal would imply the closure under concatenation and that the concatenation 
of two real-time CA languages is a linear-time language. 
In case of one-way information flow the closure of real-time OCA languages under 
reversal was shown in [4], whereas Terrier [24] proved that these languages are not 
closed under concatenation. The relationships to iterative arrays are as follows: The 
real-time IA are less powerful than the real-time CA [14] and the linear-time IA 
languages are equal to the linear-time CA languages. Cole [6] proved that the real-time 
IA languages are neither closed under reversal nor under concatenation. Additionally, 
it is known that the real-time IA are incomparable to the real-time OCA [4,21]. 
Smith [22] raised the still open problem whether the context-free languages are con- 
tained in the real-time CA languages. The question was answered for several subsets of 
the context-free languages. E.g. it was shown in [ 131 that every semi-linear language is 
real-time acceptable by CA. Furthermore, it is known that the real-time OCA languages 
[24] and the real-time IA languages [6] are incomparable to the context-free languages. 
Here we will show a number of results about the capabilities, relationships to other 
types of acceptors and closure properties of PDCA, OPDCA and IPDA. Our paper is 
organized as follows: 
It consists of five sections. In Section 2 preliminary some definitions of acceptors 
are reviewed and notations are declared. Section 3 is divided into two subsections. 
The first one defines formally the model pushdown cellular automaton and how it can 
accept languages. The second one gives some important technical results needed in 
later sections. In Section 4 we compare pushdown cellular automata to their classical 
counterparts as well as to sequential Turing machines and linear bounded automata. In 
Section 5 various closure properties of the considered language families are obtained. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Although our main interest in the present paper is on pushdown cellular automata 
we will review the notions (one-way) cellular automaton and iterative array shortly. 
One of the reasons to do so is that we want to compare pushdown cellular automata 
with such devices. Another one is that pushdown cellular automata are in some sense 
generalizations of classical cellular automata. 
A cellular automaton (CA) is a linear array of identical finite-state machines, some- 
times called cells, each of which is connected to its both immediate neighbors. All 
cells work synchronously at discrete time steps. With an eye towards language recog- 
nition more formally a cellular automaton is a system (S, cr, #, F), where S is the finite 
nonempty set of states, F 2 S is the set of final states, cr : S3 + S is the local transition 
function which ensures that a cell is in the boundary state # at time step t iff it is 
at time step t + 1. The local transition function induces a length preserving mapping 
r : S+ ---f S+ according to the following: 
‘V’nEN, i6{1,2 ,..., n} 1 VSiES: 
Z(Sl> := fJ(#rSI.#), 
z(s1 . . ‘~,):=~(#,~1,~2)~(~1,~2,~3).‘.~(~,-1,~,,#). 
Let A4 = (S,a,#,F) be a CA, L CA’ a formal language and t : N + N a function. L is 
accepted by M in time t (with respect to F) iff A c S and 
L = {al a, 1 7cn(zfCn)(al . . ~a,))EFAVt’<t(n):q,(~“(a~~~~a,))~F} 
xi(al . . . a,) := ai selects the ith component of al . . . a,, and rk denotes the k-fold com- 
position of r. 
Fig. 1. A cellular automaton. 
If we restrict the flow of information to one-way (e.g. from left to right), the resulting 
device is an one-way cellular automaton (OCA), i.e. the next state of each cell depends 
on the state of the cell itself and the state of its left neighbor only. 
Fig. 2. An one-way cellular automaton. 
Iterative arrays (IA) consist of an infinite array of cells. They differ from CA in 
how the input symbols are supplied. Whereas in CA we have a parallel input mode the 
symbols are fed serially to a distinguished cell in iterative arrays. (E.g. this could be 
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the cell at the origin if we identify the cells by integers.) Formally, an iterative array is 
a system ($A, g, F, so, ao), where S and F are as for CA. A is the finite nonempty set 
of input symbols containing as the end-of-input symbol. The local transition function 
0 maps from S3 U (S3 x A) (depending on whether the cell is the distinguished one or 
not) to S. It satisfies cr(s~,s~,s~) = SO. Due to this property SO E S is called the quiescent 
state in which all cells are at time step 0. We assume that at the end of the input the 
symbol ~10 appears infinitely often. The global transition r now maps from A+S* to 
A+Sf as follows. For n >O and m 30 let ai ‘. anb_, . . . bo . . b, be a word with 
symbols aiEA, l<i<n, and bjES, -m<j<m. 
a1 . ’ .an-~~(~o,~o,bo)~(~o,bo,~o,u~)~(bo,~o,~o) if m = 0, ._ .- 
al . ’ .a,-lo(so,So,b_,).~~~(b_~,bo,b~,an)~~~o(b,,so,so) if m>O. 
Fig. 3. An iterative array. 
A language L C (A\{ao})+ is accepted by an IA in time t (with respect to F) iff 
L={a,.. . a,, 1 ~co(T~(“)(cz$~)-~~~ . . also)) E F 
A Vt’ <t(n) : q(~“(@-~a~~ . also)) 6 F}. 
The families of languages acceptable by CA (OCA, IA) in time t(n) are denoted 
by LYt(,,,(CA) (.JZ~~,~(OCA), _Yf%;ln)(ZA)). Of special interest are the real-time languages 
which can be accepted within time r-t(n) := n and the linear-time languages L!‘jt := UkEN 
2k.n. In case of unrestricted computation time the subscript is omitted. We denote 
the regular languages by 22’3, the context-free languages by 2~ and the deterministic 
context-sensitive languages by 2’1. 
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3. Some technical results on pushdown cellular automata 
3.1. The model 
In this subsection we will formally define what pushdown cellular automata are. As 
mentioned above the main idea is to replace the finite automata which are actually the 
cells by deterministic pushdown automata. 
Definition 1. A pushdown cellular automaton (PDCA) is a system (S, r, a,#,F,gO), 
where 
(a) S is the finite, nonempty set of states, 
(b) r is the finite, nonempty set of stack symbols, 
(c) # ES is the boundary state, 
(d) F C S is the set of jinal states, 
(e) go E r is the bottom of stack symbol and 
(f) CJ : S3 x r 4 S x r* is the local transition function satisfying 
(i) Ks,,s~,s~ES, gEr:7C,(~(sI,s2,s3,g))=#~~2=# 
(ii) b,s2,~3,s46& ger:o(sl,s2,s3,g)=(s4,y)* 
(~~(r\~~o~)*~~f~o)~(~=~~~o~~~~(r\~~o~)*~~=~o). 
The second condition on the local transition ensures that the bottom of stack symbol 
appears at each cell exactly once (i.e. at the bottom of its stack). At each transition 
step each cell consumes the symbol at the top of its stack (if it is not empty) and 
pushes a possibly empty string of stack symbols onto it. Observe that a restriction of 
pushing at most two symbols at each time step would neither reduce the computation 
power nor slowdown the computation itself. We call PDCA with this property stack 
normalized. 
The length-preserving global transition 7 : (S x r+)+ + (S x r+)+ is induced by r~ 
as follows: 
Letc7:S3xrf~Sxr+ bedefinedas 
then VnEN,iE{l,..., n}: V&ES, yiEr+, 
Initially all stacks are empty. We often refer to configurations ci of PDCA at time 
steps i>O. With c~:=(a~,g~)~~~(a,,g~) we define ci+l := $c,) and c;(j) := nj(ci). 
Definition 2. Let M = (S, r, 0, #, F,go) be a PDCA, L CA+ a formal language and 
t : N + N a function. L is accepted by M in time t (with respect to F) iff A C S 
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and 
The definitions for one-way pushdown cellular automata (OPDCA) and iterative 
pushdown arrays (IPDA) are straightforward and omitted here. 
II- # a2 a3 
90 90 B 
a4 
90 ‘j Q- 
a5 
Fig. 4. A pushdown cellular automaton. 
3.2. Technical results 
In this subsection we will prove some technical results meaningly on real-time 
OPDCA. This includes a property of unary languages and some example languages. 
The lemmas are used in later sections to prove closure properties and establish the 
relationships to other types of acceptors. 
It is well-known that a formal language over an one-letter alphabet is context-free 
iff it is regular [lo, 201. In [21] Seidel has shown: if such a language can be accepted 
by an OCA in real-time, then it is regular, too. We now mm to prove a similar result 
for OPDCA, from which follows that in case of unary languages a single finite-state 
machine has the same accepting power as a real-time OPDCA. 
Lemma 3. A formal language over an one-letter alphabet belongs to 9,.,(OPDCA) 
ifs it is regular. 
Proof. Let L be a language over A = {a} and M = (S, r, 0, #, F, go) an OPDCA accept- 
ing it in real-time. At first we are giving the construction of a deterministic pushdown 
automaton (PDA) B = (S’,A, r, 6, F’,so, go) which accepts L with respect to F’ C S’. 
SO ES’ denotes the starting state of B and its (partial) transition function 6 maps from 
S’ x (AU {E}) x r to S’ x r*, where additionally to the condition on the bottom of 
stack symbol the following holds: If for any s E S’ and g E r the value 6(s, a, g) is 
defined then 6(s,a,g) is undefined. (E denotes the empty word.) 
At each time step the configuration of a PDA is a triple (s, w, y), where s E S’ is 
the actual state, w E A* the remaining input and y E r+ the content of the stack. The 
automaton computes the configuration (s’, w, fly) from (s, WI w, gy) iff 6(s, WI, g) = (s’, fi). 
We write (s, wiw,gy) F (s’, w, fly) for short. 
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Construction. 
s’:=s2, SO := (#, a), F’ := {s E S’ 1 TCI(S) E F}, 
6 is defined as follows: 
VS,SES, ger, 
Correctness. We claim: An input is accepted by M iff it is by B. Since B is a PDA 
L is then context-free and as stated above regular. 
Proof of the claim. +: Let for 12 E N, w = a” be a word accepted by M in real-time. 
Assume until time step n M computes the following sequence of configurations: 
t=O:(a,go)“, 
o<t<n:(r~,,llf,)...(r4,~t)(~trBt)(”-f), 
t = n : Cm,, h, > . Cm., h, 1. 
For 1 Gtdn (rf,,yYrr) and (st,pt) can be specified by 
(rt,, 74) = 
a((#, a>, 90) if t= 1, 
o((rr-l,_,,st-l),at-~) otherwise, 
(St, Bt) = 
{ 
o((a, a), 90) if t= 1, 
rr((~~_-1,.s_t), &I) otherwise. 
Since w is accepted by M it must hold rn, E F. 
Given w as input to B from the construction of 6 we obtain 
Observe, that since we are considering one-way information flow s, and /$, are 
defined (although they do not influence the result). After 12 time steps B stops since 6 
is not defined for empty input. From TC~(Y,~,S,) = r,,, E F follows (rnn,s,) E F’. Conse- 
quently, w is accepted by B. 
-e=: Let w = a” be a word accepted by B. Assume under input w automaton B 
computes the following sequence of configurations: 
((#,a>,a”,so) k (h,s’,),a(“-‘),y~) 1 ((s2,si),a(np2),y2) 
n-2 
t K&z,~~hYn), where (s,,sk) E F’. 
Because of the construction of 6 we obtain from 
6(((s,,s:),a,y,))=((s,+l,s:+,),y,+l) for t>l : st+l =7h(o((st,~~),yt)), 
S' t+l = JQ(~(s~%I+)) and I++I = 7d4(s:,s:),yt>>. 
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Consequently, 
SI = w(4(#,a),c70)), 
and 
Yi = n2(4(a, a), 90)). 
Therefore, A4 will compute 
t = O:(a,go)“, 
4 = m(4(a,a>,s0>) 
the configurations as follows: 
t= 1 :(s,, )(S;,Yi)(n-‘), 
t = 2 : ( ) )(s2 ><s; y&-2), > 2 
t=n - 1 :( , )...(&-I, >(s:_,>Yfl-1), 
t=n:( ) ).‘.(S,, ). 
Since (s,, ) belongs to F’ we have s, E F and the OPDCA M accepts in real-time. 
From “-+” and “+” the assertion follows. 0 
The next lemmas show that several languages are belonging to _Y,.,(OPDCA). Due 
to lack of space and for readability the presentation of proofs is somewhat informal. 
It takes advantage from the well-known concept of propagating pulses or signals [23] 
and of building the state set from some smaller state sets assuming the control units of 
the single cells consist of separate registers. The ith register of all cells together then 
are called ith track. 
Lemma 4. {(ab>“’ 1 n E N} E _Y,.f(UPDCA). 
Proof. The algorithm is based on the fact that the distances between two consecutive 
square numbers are growing by two from number to number. The leftmost cell initiates 
a right propagating signal at time step 1. On its way to the right it checks whether the 
input is of the form (ab)+. 
For the present we are assuming that at time step t = 2k2, k > 1, the stack of each 
a-cell contains (k + 1)2 - k2 symbols, whereas the stack of each b-cell is empty. The 
automaton continually performs the following task: The stack content of each a-cell 
is successively transferred to the stack of the right neighboring b-cell. This is done 
in (k + 1)2 - k2 time steps. Subsequently, during another (k + 1)2 - k2 time steps 
the stack content of each b-cell is transferred to the stack of its right neighbor (an 
a-cell), whereby two additional symbols are pushed. Therefore, time step 2k2 + 2((k + 
1 )2 - k2) = 2(k + 1 )2 is the first time after t = 2k2 at which the stacks of the b-cells 
get empty. On the other hand, the OPDCA can easily be constructed such that our 
assumption holds for k = 1. A cell enters an accepting state if and only if it is a b-cell 
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which receives the r-signal for the first time at a time step at which is stack gets 
empty. 0 
Using a similar technique we can show that there are languages in LF,.,(OPDCA) 
the words of which are characterizable by “exponential” lengths. 
Lemma 5. {(ab)2n ( n E N} E _Y,.,(OPDCA). 
Proof. The proof is only a slight modification of the previous one. In this case we are 
assuming that at time 2k, k > 1, the stack of each a-cell contains 2k-’ symbols whereas 
the stack of each b-cell is empty. Now the stack content of the a-cell is successively 
moved to the b-cells (in 2k-1 time steps). When the b-cells subsequently transfer their 
stack symbols to the a-cells (in another 2k-’ time steps), these push two symbols for 
every received symbol. Therefore, at time 2k + 2 . 2k-1 = 2k+’ a b-cell can enter an 
accepting state if it receives the r-signal for the first time. 0 
C6: 
Fig. 5. Excerpt of a sequence of configurations to Lemma 5. R marks an accepting skate. 
Lemma 6. L = {a22n b” ) II E Pi} E cPrt( OPDCA). 
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Proof. At first the construction of an OPDCA M, which accepts L in real-time is 
given. Subsequently we will prove its correctness: 
S:= {#,e,l,O,*, !,T,F} x {#,e,pu,po} x {#,a,b,r} x {#,%0,1,2,3,4}, 
r := {m, g}, go := g, boundary state: (#, #, #, #), 
F := {s E S 1 n,(s) = T}. 
Let w = w1 . . w, be an input word, then we define the initial configuration for i E 
{L..., n} as co(i) := ((e, e, wj, e),g). 
The local transition function is defined as follows: 
where 
y:= 
q: := 
mh ifq~E{0,1}Aq2=puApl~{*,!}Aq4=o 
E ifq2=poAplE{*,!}Ah#g 
h otherwise 
‘F if pJ=bAqx=a 
Vm=FVql=F 
Vp3=#Aq3=b 
I if ql=eAqx=bApj=a 
0 if q1 E { *, ! } A p1 # F 
! if ql=lAm#FA 
(q4=3vq2=poAD =*r\h=g) 
* if ql=OApl#FA 
(q4=3Vq2=poAm =*Ah=g) 
T if ql#FAp#FA 
(q, = ! Ap3=rAqj=aVql =T) 
i 41 otherwise 
pu if qz=eAq3=b 
VplE{*,!}Aq2=poAh=g 
po if ql=puAflE{*,!} 
q2 otherwise 
q; := r if qj=rVp3=# 
p3 otherwise 
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I 
0 if q4=eA(q3=avq3=bAp3=b) 
1 if q4=eAq3=bAp3=a 
vq4=4 
Observe, on the first track F is computed if the input string on the third track contains 
the substring ba. Subsequently, the symbol F would be sent to the right border one cell 
per time step. Since the corresponding states are not accepting the automaton accepts 
input of structure a+b* only. 
During the computation the content of the third track is shifted to the right at each 
time step, whereby the leftmost cell writes an r into its third register, respectively. 
We assume the cells containing an initial b in their third registers are numbered 
1,2,... from left to right. 
Cell 1 can identify itself. During the computation it cyclically writes the symbols 1, 
2, 3 and 4 into its fourth register. At time 0 the first registers of all cells i> 1 contain 
the symbol e, which is replaced by 1 at time i. We call this the uctivation of cell i. 
Furthermore, at time step 1 all cells write the symbol pu into their second registers. 
We claim: if the input string is sufficiently long, then 
Wz,iEN : 
( 
t=i- 1 +n22’ * rct(711(c,(i)))= (i ;;;;;) 
holds. 
Proof of the claim. i = 1: Cell 1 generates the symbol 1 on the first and fourth track 
respectively. Subsequently it writes cyclically 2, 3, 4 and 1 in its fourth register. At 
time step 4 the symbol !, at time step 5 the symbol 0 is written on the first track. 
During the remaining computation the first register is filled with * iff the fourth one 
is filled with 4. 
i + i+l: At time i+l cell if1 is activated and ci+t(i+l)=((l,pu,a,O),g) holds. 
Subsequently at each time step a symbol m is additionally pushed onto the stack until 
cell i writes a ! or * into its first register. This happens at time i - 1 + 22’ at the first. 
Therefore, the stack of cell i + 1 contains i - 1 + 22’ - (i + 1) = 22’ - 2 symbols m. 
At the next time step (t = i + 22’) cell i + 1 writes the symbol po into its second 
register preserving the stack. From now on a stack symbol is erased iff the first register 
of cell i contains a *. This happens every 22’ time steps. After popping 22’ -2 symbols 
the stack gets empty. Subsequently, cell i+ 1 waits further 22’ time steps with an empty 
stack until cell i has generated another *, which happens at time step i - 1 + 22’ + 
(22’ _ 2)22’ + 22i = i _ 1 + 22“+“, Since now cell i + 1 writes a ! into its first register 
(time t = i + 22”+“) our assertion follows for n = 1: 
c~+~~w(~ + 1) = (( !,pu,a,O),g) and c~+,+~~o+II(~ + 1) = ((O,pu, a,O),g>. 
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_______ _ ___________ 
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---___.____ 
- - - _ _ _ _ _ ___________ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ------_____ 
c6: 
c16: 
Fig. 6. Excerpt of a sequence of configurations to Lemma 6. 
But the state differs from the state at time i + 1 in that the symbol 0 is on the first 
track instead of symbol 1. This causes the generation of ! instead of *, and the whole 
cycle will be repeated. 
It remains to show how an input string is accepted. The symbol T is generated by 
one of the cells iff its first register contains a ! exactly at that time step the leftmost 
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a passes through its third register. Let a”‘b” be the input string. The symbol ! is 
generated by cell i at time i - 1 + 22i once. The leftmost a needs m + i - 1 time steps 
to reach cell i. Hence, the input is accepted iff m =2*’ and i is the number of the 
rightmost cell holds. 0 
The next lemma concerns CA, OCA and IA languages. Since it does not hold for 
OPDCA it is an important tool for proving results in the next section. 
Lemma 7. Let w be an arbitrary but jixed word over an alphabet A, a the symbol 
of a singleton and f : N + N a mapping. For POL Y E {CA, OCA, IA} holds 
LI ={wfc”)InEN}ETr,(POLY) * L2={af(“)InEN}E.9~,(POLY). 
Proof. Without loss of generality let w = wi . .. wk. From an acceptor M for L, we 
construct an acceptor M’ for L2 by splitting the finite control of each cell into k 
separate registers from which we are initially assume that they contain the symbols 
WI to wk. Since originally all cells get the same input symbol we are allowed to do 
so. Now the recognizer for L1 can be simulated, whereby each cell simulates k cells 
in its k registers. If M = (S, o,#,F) is the recognizer for L1 we (partially) construct 
M’ = (S’, c#,#‘, F’) as follows: S’ := Sk, #’ := #k, F’ := {s’ES’ 1 zk(S’)EF}. 
Up to now we did not consider the speed of simulation. Since we have to achieve 
real-time but internally deal with k-fold input lengths we have to speed up the internal 
simulation k times. Of course, this is possible since the state after k time steps is 
unambiguous determined by the states of the k nearest neighbors (in any possible 
direction) and each cell can derive these (internal) states by inspecting the registers of 
its immediate neighbors. 0 
Since in the lemma above w is a fixed word we can also prove its reversal 
4. Relations to other language families 
We are now investigating the relationships to several real-time and linear-time lan- 
guage families and language families acceptable without any time restriction. The 
accepting devices are sequential machines as well as various parallel automata. 
Trivially, _!Yrt( OPDCA) C yr,(PDCA) holds. The next theorem shows that the inclu- 
sion is a proper one. 
Theorem 8. 9,.t( OPDCA) c 6p,1(PDCA). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the inclusion is proper. The language L = {a” 1 PE N 
is prime} is a real-time IA language [8]. Due to d;p,,(ZA) c 3’,.,(CA) [4] it is a real-time 
CA language and for structural reasons a real-time PDCA language. From Lemma 3 
it follows that L does not belong to 9r,(OPDCA) since it is not regular. 0 
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In the previous theorem it was shown that restricting the communication to one- 
way in case of pushdown cellular automata the accepting power is reduced. The next 
theorem shows that reducing structural properties instead (i.e. removing the stacks) 
would reduce the accepting power, too. 
Theorem 9. Zrt( OCA) c dyrf( OPDCA). 
Proof. Again, it suffices to show that the inclusion is proper. The languages from 
Lemmas 4 and 5 are real-time OPDCA languages. From Lemma 7 it follows that they 
are not real-time OCA languages since otherwise {a”* 1 n E N} and { a2” 1 n E N} would 
be regular. q 
Next we compare real-time and linear-time OPDCA to sequential automata. 
Theorem 10. _Ylt( OPDCA) g 27,. 
Proof. Let M be an OPDCA accepting a language L in linear time, say in time k. n. 
Observe, that the constant k exists but in general is not computable from a given 
language [15]. Assume A4 is stack normalized and the cells are numbered from left 
to right. The proof turns on constructing a (deterministic) linear bounded automaton 
(DLBA) B that accepts L, too. In [16, 191 it was shown that L then is a context-sensitive 
language. 
A linear bounded automaton is simply an one-tape Turing machine the tape of which 
is restricted to the portion containing the input string. For a formal definition see e.g. 
[ 12,201. 
The DLBA B uses four tracks. Without loss of generality, we may assume that each 
register of each cell is divided into k subregisters, such that the track capacity is k . n 
symbols. 
At first B simulates k . n steps of cell 1 of M, which always receives the state # 
from its neighbor, at second k . n steps of cell 2 and so on. Clearly, it is possible 
to determine the OPDCA states rc~(co(i + l)), . . ., nl(cp.,(i + 1)) provided its states 
Xl(CO(i)), . . ., 711 (~k.~(i)) are known. 
On the first track B stores the input word, on the second it simulates the stack of 
the actually simulated cell. Since M is stack-normalized during the computation the 
content of stacks will not exceed the length k . n and, thus, the track capacity. 
On the third track the sequence of states which would be computed by the actually 
simulated cell are stored. 
After the DLBA has computed the first k . n states of cell i it copies the content of 
the third track onto the fourth one, erases the third one and starts the simulation of 
cell i + 1. 
Finally, B accepts its input w if rct(ck.l,,l( lwl))~F holds, i.e. the OPDCA A4 would 
have accepted w, too. q 
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In case of real time the result can be strengthen to a proper inclusion. 
Theorem 11. 9n(OPDCA) c 2, 
Proof. Up to now we obtained dip,,(OPDCA) & 91. But from Lemma 3 and the proof 
of Theorem 8 we know that the (deterministic) context-sensitive language {a” 1 p E N 
is prime} does not belong to 2?rr(OPDCA) and, hence, that the inclusion is a proper 
one. 0 
Obviously, every regular language can be accepted by an OCA in real-time. So, 
besides others, we have -rZ; c _Yrr(OCA) c _Yrt( OPDCA) c 2’1. 
A k-tape online Turing machine (TM) consists of a control unit (i.e. a determinis- 
tic finite automaton) and k read/write heads that operate on k infinite storage tapes. 
Initially, the storage tapes are filled with blank symbols. At each time step the finite 
control fetches an input symbol, reads the symbols on the k actual head positions, 
(possibly) writes new symbols to the actual head positions, changes its internal state 
and moves the heads independently one square to the right or left or not at all. An input 
of length n is accepted by a TM in real-time, if the machine stops after n steps in an 
accepting state. 
Theorem 12. There exists a language not acceptable in real-time by any OPDCA, 
which is a real-time l-tape TM language. 
Proof. {an* 1 n E N} is a real-time l-tape online TM language. From Lemma 3 it fol- 
lows that L cannot be accepted by any OPDCA in real-time since it is not regular. 0 
Theorem 13. There exists a language not acceptable in real-time by any k-tape online 
TM, which is a real-time OPDCA language. 
Proof. Hartmanis and Stearns [ 1 l] have proved that the language {yxdzxR ] x E { 0, I}*, 
y,z E {s} U ((0, W}*d}} cannot be accepted in real-time by any k-tape online TM. 
Dyer [7] has shown that it belongs to S!,.,(OCA). The assertion then follows from 
Theorem 9. 0 
Corollary 14. _Yrf(OPDCA) and $“;,(TM) are incomparable. 
The relationship between Z,.,( CA) and 5&( OPDCA) is not completely known. It is 
an open problem whether the inclusion of the following theorem is a proper one or 
whether both families are incomparable. 
Theorem 15. There is a language not accepted in real-time by any OPDCA which 
is a real-time CA language. 
Proof. {a2” 1 n E N} is a real-time IA language and because of S?,.r(ZA) c .Yrt( CA) it 
is a real-time CA language [4]. Due to Lemma 3 it does not belong to &(OPDCA) 
since it is not regular. 0 
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Since ,4prr( CA) = .Yz,,( OCA) [4] and .2’~,,( OCA) C: 2’~,,( OPDCA) we have: 
Corollary 16. LYFt( OPDCA) c _Yzn( OPDCA) C L?I~( OPDCA). 
Cole [6] has shown that the context-free language {UU’ 1 v, D’ E (0, 1}* A v’ = u’~ A 
1 ~‘12 3) is not acceptable in real-time by any n-dimensional iterative array. The gen- 
eralization of iterative arrays to n dimensions is straightforward. We can utilize this 
result for proving: 
Theorem 17. LFr,(IPDA) and the context-free languages ure incomparable. 
Proof. As mentioned above L = {a” 1 n E N} is a real-time IA and therefore a real-time 
IPDA language. But L is not context-free. 
On the other hand, we may regard an (one-dimensional) IPDA as a restricted two- 
dimensional IA as follows. The finite control of cell i of the IPDA is simulated by 
cell (i,O) of the IA. For all i E N the IA cells (i,j), j<O, are idle and the IA cells 
(i,j), j>O, are simulating the stack of IPDA cell i. From Cole’s result we conclude 
that there is a context-free language not belonging to gr,(ZPDA). 0 
It should be stated that we can also prove the previous theorem by adapting Cole’s 
argumentation directly to IPDA. 
Theorem 18. _Y,.,(IPDA) and Lfrl(OCA) are incomparable. 
Proof. Again, the real-time IPDA language {a2” 1 n E N} is not a real-time OCA 
language. 
Dyer [7] has shown that {UZI’ I u, v’~{O,l}* ~v’=u’~A Iu’l>3} E~~,(OCA) which 
does not belong to n-dimensional dp,,(lA). Consequently it is not real-time acceptable 
by IPDA. Cl 
With Lemma 3 and Theorem 9 it follows immediately: 
Corollary 19. _Yr,(ZPDA) and _YF,( OPDCA) are incomparable. 
Corollary 20. _Y,.,(IA) and 2’,.,(OPDCA) are incomparable. 
Theorem 21. .5Tr,(ZPDA) c _Y(IPDA). 
Proof. If we consider iterative pushdown arrays without any time restriction arbitrary 
online Turing machines can be simulated. We conclude 9(IPDA) equals the family 
of recursively enumerable languages. 0 
Since a time unrestricted PDCA with at least two cells can perform any computa- 
tion of a two-stack automaton it accepts exactly the recursively enumerable languages, 
too. 
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Corollary 22. S?( IPDA) = Li?( PDCA). 
With Corollary 16 we obtain 3’,.f( OPDCA) c _Y( OPDCA) C _!T(PDCA). For struc- 
tural reasons we get Z( OCA) & 9( OPDCA) C .Y(PDCA). From the fact Y( OCA) 2 
T(CA) = 21 [22] it can easily be seen that at least one of the inclusions is a 
proper one. 
Theorem 23. 6p( OPDCA) c Li?( PDCA). 
Proof. We will show that LZ(OPDCA) is properly contained in the family of recur- 
sively enumerable languages. By the proof of Theorem 21 and Corollary 22 then the 
assertion follows. 
The leftmost cell of an OPDCA fetches periodic input with period length k = 1 from 
its left neighbor (i.e. the symbol #). Due to the Lemmas 25 and 26 and the remarks to 
it the behavior of the leftmost cell will become cyclically after zi (IS/, Irl) time steps 
at the latest, where zi is a constant depending on ISI and ]rl only. Therefore, the 
second cell will become cyclically after zz(zi, ISI, Irl) time steps at the latest and so 
on. Clearly, the constants zi to z, can be computed by some Turing machine according 
to the results of the Lemmas 25 and 26. 
Now a Turing machine that does the work of the OPDCA A4 can compute the 
constant z,, and, subsequently, simulate M for z, time steps. If during the simulation 
the state of the rightmost cell becomes final, the Turing machine accepts otherwise it 
rejects. 
Therefore, every OPDCA language is decidable from which follows that the family 
_5?(OPDCA) is properly contained in the recursively enumerable languages. 0 
5. Closure properties 
Splitting the finite control of cells into two separate registers which simulate one spe- 
cific acceptor, respectively, it is easily seen that .5?,.t(OCA) is closed under intersection, 
union and set difference. To construct an acceptor for the complement it suffices to 
send a signal with suitable speed from left to right which causes the right border cell to 
accept if the input would not be accepted and vice versa. Hence, _Yrt(OCA) is closed 
under complement. Since the two track technique is not applicable to pushdown cel- 
lular automata (we cannot simulate two stacks by just one, otherwise the context-free 
languages would be closed under e.g. intersection) it seems to be even hard to prove 
closure or non-closure under boolean operations. 
It is also known that LZ,.~(OCA) is closed under reversal [4], which is a long-standing 
open problem for _YTt(CA). 
In order to proof that _Yr,(OPDCA) is not closed under reversal we consider the 
stack depth of single cells. 
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Definition 24. Let M be an OPDCA. The stuck depth at time t for all cells i is defined 
according to sd(i, t) = Iz~(c~(i))l. The time steps at which cell i has stack depth u are 
sd-‘(i, u) = {t ) sd(i, t) = u}. 
We are interested in the behavior of a single pushdown cell fetching a periodic input. 
In what follows we assume OPDCA are stack normalized. 
Lemma 25. Let i be a single pushdown cell fetching an injinite periodic input with 
period length k. If the stack depth of i is unbounded then tju E N: jsd-‘(i, u)l < 00 
holds. 
Proof. Contrary to the assertion suppose there is a stack depth u which occurs infinitely 
often for cell i. Say, at time steps tu, <t,, < . . . < tu, < tur+, < . . . At the latest at time 
t u,+l with u,. = k . Irl” ISI there is a t E {tU,,. . . , tU,} for which et(i) =ct,,+l (i) and 
t mod k = tU,+, mod k holds, Therefore, the behavior of cell i would become cyclically 
and, hence, the stack depth would be bounded by max{sd(i, t) 1 t d t,,,} which leads to 
a contradiction. 0 
Now, we know that for such a cell i a stack depth u occurs lastly at a time 
max(sd-‘(i, u)). 
Lemma 26. Let max(sd-‘(i,u))<t< max(sd-‘(&u-t I)), then sd(i, t)<u+k.lSI. (f/ 
holds. 
Proof. Contrary to the assertion assume there is a t for which sd(i, t)> u + k. JT( . ISI 
holds. Then for all U’ with u <u’ <U + k . (S( . (F( there is a maximal t’ <t for which 
I~2(ctdi))l= u’A l772n2(ct~+I(Q)l >u’. At periodic input there are k . JSJ . JTJ different 
arguments to the local transformation and therefore, there are at least two of the time 
steps t’ for which these arguments are equal. Since the t’ were chosen maximal with 
respect to the stack depth, the behavior of the cell will become cyclically and the 
stack depth u + 1 will not occur any more. This is a contradiction to the assertion 
t,<max(sd-‘(i,u + 1)). q 
From the lemmas above we derive max(sd-‘(i,u + 1)) - max(sd-'(i,u))dk . jSI . 
Irlk’lsl’lrl. Therefore, the stack depth would cyclically grow because there are only 
k . ISI . II’1 different constellations in which a stack depth u can occur the last time. 
That is starting at stack depth u the cell run through cycles in which the stack depth 
grow after the stack depth u + k . ISI . II’ has occurred the last time. 
Altogether we state that a single cell fetching a periodic input will be cyclically 
at time step k. (S( . (r( k. (S( . (r( k Isl.lrl at the latest. Especially, if we are assume 
a constant input (period length k = l), then the cycle length depends on S and r 
only. 
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t = 0: 
71 f(n) 
7+qigr----- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ blbjblalala -________-________._______________ ------______ __________________________________ -qqqi 
t=m+1: 
m n+l i(n)-t 
P 
Fig. 7. Configurations to the proof of Theorem 27 
Theorem 27. Let f : N + N be a mapping for which 
n(“+’ I2 
,‘& f(n> = 0, 
holds, then L = { b”af@) 1 n E N} $ Yrl(OPDCA). 
Proof. Contrary to the assertion assume there is an OPDCA A4 accepting L in real- 
time. An initial configuration and a configuration at time t = m + 1 <n + f(n) are 
depicted in Fig. 7. The dark-bordered areas contain the relevant information. The right 
f(n) - (m + 1) a-cells have to behave as shown above for cells with a constant input. 
Therefore, assuming a sufficiently long input the automata in that area will become 
cyclically at latest at time step z(lSI, Irl), w ere z is a constant depending on ISI h 
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and Irl. One can imagine the n + 1 cells in the middle altogether form a super-cell 
which moves one cell to the right at each time step. Due to the movement the relevant 
part of the stack of a cell belonging actually to the super-cell is at most of depth n. 
Therefore the state set of the super-cell contains at most ISIn+’ . lrln2 states. Since on 
its way to the right the super-cell meets only cells which behave cyclically it will be 
cyclically at latest after z’(n, ISI, Irl) =z(ISI, Irl) . ISI’+’ . llJ”’ time steps, too. From 
the assertion lim,,, n(“+‘)‘/f(n) = 0 and 
z. ISIn+ . lrln2 d z. max{lSI, I~l}n2+n+1 =z . max{IS/, Irl}(n+1)2Pn 
d z. max{lSI, Irl}@+‘)’ <(z . max{lSI, Irl})(n+l)z 
it follows 
V/ISI, Irl E N : 3nE N : ViE N: f(n + i)>(z . max{lSI, ITl})(n+i+l)z. 
Especially, f(n + i) > z’(n + i, ISI, IPI). W e conclude that for such inputs b”afcn) EL 
the inputs b”af(n)az’(n,lsl,lrl) would be accepted, too, from which a contradiction 
follows. 0 
Now we are prepared to prove the following. 
Theorem 28. _Y,.r(OPDCA) is not closed under reversal. 
Proof. Due to Lemma 6 L={a22”b” InEN}EZrr(OPDCA). LR={b”a2*“InEN}$! 
3,.r( OPDCA) can be seen as follows: n(“+‘)’ =2(“+‘)’ log2 n and lim,,, 2(“+‘)’ log2 ./2*’ 
=O. From Theorem 27 follows the assertion. 0 
Corollary 29. Neither { a2*n b” I n E kI} nor its reversal {b”az2’ I n E FV} are real-time 
OCA languages. 
Now some closure properties concerning homomorphisms are shown. 
Theorem 30. .Y;,(OPDCA) is not closed under E-free homomorphism. 
Proof. Due to Lemma 4, L= {(aby I n E N} belongs to 3’rt(OPDCA). We define 
an c-free homomorphism h as h(E):=&, h(a):= h(b):= a. Under h the homomorphic 
image of L is {a2”’ j n E N} which is not regular and therefore not a member of 
_Ypt( OPDCA). Cl 
Corollary 31. L&‘,.~(OPDCA) is not closed under arbitrary homomorphism and sub- 
stitution. 
Theorem 32. LZrr(OPDCA) is not closed under inverse homomorphism. 
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Proof. Define h(s) := E and h(a) := ab. Due to Lemma 4, L={(ab)“’ ) nE N} E 
Y,.,(OPDCA). But {a”* ( it E N} the image under homomorphism h of which is L 
is not a real-time OPDCA language. 0 
If the accepting node may take notice of the time step when the acceptance should 
take place, the corresponding language family is closed under complement. 
Theorem 33. Let k E N, k 2 1, be a constant and t(n) := k . n; then Yt;p,(,,,(OPDCA), 
_Y’*(,)(PDCA) and Y[;(,,(ZPDA) are closed under complement. 
Proof. A corresponding PDCA or OPDCA acceptor sends at initial time a signal from 
the left border to the accepting node the speed of which is l/k. At its arrival the 
automaton accepts if the acceptor for the language rejects and vice versa. 
An IA acceptor at first has to store its input additionally to its basic computation 
in n consecutive cells. Subsequently, it can send a signal from the origin to the cell 
containing the nth input symbol. This altogether takes 2n time steps. From now on the 
array behaves as described for CA except that the speed of the signal is l/(k - 2). For 
the special cases k= 1,2 we can provide special mechanisms the details of which are 
omitted. 0 
If we consider a pushdown cellular automata language and a language not concerned 
with a pushdown memory acceptor the two track technique can be used to show 
some closures. For example, _Y,.,(OPDCA) is closed under intersection, union and 
set difference with real-time OCA languages. The same holds for 3,.t(ZPDA) and real- 
time IA languages and 3,.t(PDCA) and real-time CA languages. Furthermore it holds 
for the linear-time language families, too. In case of _Y!,(PDCA) and T),(ZPDA) we 
can generalize the results. 
Theorem 34. Y[,(PDCA) and Y/,(ZPDA) are closed under intersection, union and 
set diflerence, respectively. 
Proof. Closure under union: The usual technique of simulating the two computations 
in parallel and combining both results with logical or cannot be applied. But in linear 
time it is possible to compose both computations in a sequential manner [l]. After 
finishing the simulation of the first acceptor the result is stored in a special register. 
Subsequently, the second acceptor is simulated. 
Closure under intersection: Because L1 flLz=rUz and the closure under comple- 
ment and union the assertion follows. 
Closure under set difSerence: Because Lz\L, =LI f1L2 and the closure under com- 
plement and intersection the assertion follows. 0 
Smith [22] has shown that _!?j,(CA) is closed under reversal. 
Theorem 35. S?,t(PDCA) and _Y,,(ZPDA) are closed under reversal. 
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Proof. A corresponding acceptor at first reverses its input resp. reads its input into IZ 
consecutive cells and simulates the acceptor for the mirror image subsequently. 0 
The next result excludes the simultaneous closure under two operations. 
Theorem 36. _Yl,(OPDCA) and _Yr,(PDCA) are not simultaneous closed under 
homomorphism and intersection. 
Proof. The Dyck languages are real-time OCA languages [7] and therefore real-time 
OPDCA and real-time PDCA languages. Chomsky [5] has shown that every context- 
free language is the homomorphic image of the intersection of a regular language and 
a Dyck language. 
Contrary to the assertion we assume Yt,(OPDCA) and _!Yrf(PDCA) are closed under 
intersection and homomorphism. Since they contain the regular as well as the Dyck 
languages they contain the context-free languages. 
Ginsburg et al. [9] have shown that every recursively enumerable language is the 
homomorphic image of the intersection of two context-free languages. Due to our 
assumption all recursively enumerable languages have to be contained in _Y’I~( OPDCA) 
and 6”;.,(PDCA) from which a contradiction follows. q 
Theorem 37. S?lr(PDCA) is not closed under homomorphism. 
Proof. Since _Ylt(PDCA) contains the regular and Dyck languages and is closed under 
intersection it would contain all recursively enumerable languages if it would be closed 
under homomorphism. 0 
Corollary 38. _!Y,,(PDCA) is not closed under substitution. 
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